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Campus computers free from viruses
Viruses brought
down computer
network for all
of last week
by Jake Heath
Staff Writer
After an assault from a network
virus that caused Xavier computers to be off the network for a
week, Xavier is assessing the damage the virus has caused.
The virus was detected around
6 p.m. last Sunday, Jan. 17, and
students, staff and faculty could
not use network computers until
Monday, Jan. 25.
“Over half of [the] staff computers were directly affected by
the virus, but more were at risk,”
said Deb Del Valle, director of
public relations for Xavier.

Newswire photo by Shane Hughes

Campus computers are now available for use and able to connect to the Internet.

After quarantining the potentially hazardous computers,
Xavier, in conjunction with virus protection software company
McAfee, was able to analyze the

problem.
“The virus affected the operating system of the computers so
there is no reason to believe that
data was corrupted,” Del Valle

said.
This virus was unlike any other
previously seen. Four viruses had
attached themselves to the server
and were variant forms of circu-

lating internet viruses.
Xavier’s Information Resources
team is working to try to determine how the virus entered the
network, Del Valle said.
McAfee, Dell and Microsoft
staff worked with Xavier’s
Information Resources to create a
patch for anti-virus software.
This new “patch” or update
scrubbed clean the computer’s
operating systems, causing a complete sweep of the virus on all
network and staff computers.
This clean restored all operating systems to their original state,
allowing Xavier to avoid the expense of purchasing any replacement hardware.
As of now, computers are able
to access to the Internet as before.
However, Xavier recommends to
always keep virus protection software active to ensure the safety of
computers from potential harm in
the future.

Groups raising funds for Haitian relief
By Meghan Berneking
News Editor

sales and tips will go to Partners
in Health and Maison des Enfants
de Dieu (an organization based
The Xavier community contin- out of Port-au-Prince).
ues to respond to the devastation
Student senators will assist
of the Haitian earthquake.
with entertaining the crowd, along
Xavier responded through with belly dancers. Francis expects
the “Hoops for Haiti” collection more than $5,000 to be generated
at the men’s basketball game on in five hours.
Saturday versus Rhode Island.
In addition, approximately
Additionally, theology professor $1,100 has been collected through
Chris Pramuk has plans on adopt- the Peace and Justice office for
ing two Haitian orphans.
Catholic Relief Services, along with
Hoops for Haiti collected another $900 collected at masses
$3,524 for Partners in Health, an at Bellarmine Parish for Jesuit
organization that began in Haiti Relief Services, Dave Johnson,
dedicated to addressExecutive Director of
ing health needs in the
the Justice, Faith and
“After eight-plus
poorest areas of the
Ministry Community
hours getting
world.
Center, said.
the 79 Haitian
Although
junior
This does not inorphans through
Senator Daniel Francis,
clude online donations
customs, the
who coordinated the
made directly to CRS
Pramuk family of
event, had hoped to
by Xavier students, facfour became a
collect a dollar for all
ulty and staff.
family of six.”
10,500 seats in Cintas
Pramuk and his fam– Laurel Bauer ily had been involved in
Center, he remained
optimistic about the
the adoption process
outcome.
for six-year-old Sophia Luc and
“I am by no means upset by one-year-old David Valdeus for
the generosity I saw,” he said. On over a year and had planned to wait
Saturday, Jan. 30, Francis plans to longer for clearance by the United
organize a second Hoops for Haiti States and Haitian governments.
collection at the women’s basketWith help from the Xavier
ball game against Dayton.
community for funding and writFrancis has also collaborated ing contacts, the family was able to
with the Office of Interfaith speed up the process of evacuating
Community Engagement to host the children from Port-au-Prince,
a benefit at Andy’s Mediterranean where their orphanage was deGrill near Mt. Adams on Tuesday, stroyed. A Denver-based organiFeb. 23.
zation has facilitated many of the
One hundred percent of all adoptions from the orphanage.
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As Haitians search for survivors, many in the Xavier community are raising
money that will be sent to organizations assisting in the relief effort.

“After eight-plus hours getting
the 79 Haitian orphans through
customs, the Pramuk family of
four became a family of six at
about 11:45 p.m. yesterday. All
are ecstatic and will return to
Cincinnati around 1:00 p.m. on
Wednesday,” said Laurel Bauer,
media relations coordinator.
The greater Cincinnati community also has connections to
Haiti through different organizations by donating money or taking
more direct relief efforts.
One organization with resources and workers on the
ground in Haiti is the Jean Cadet
Restavek Foundation based out of
Cincinnati and Port-au-Prince.
Although primarily geared toward ending child slavery in Haiti,
the foundation’s focus has shifted
towards disaster relief in the aftermath of the earthquake.
Joan Conn, executive direct
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tor of the Jean Cadet Restavek
Foundation, was in Haiti during the earthquake. In a country
whose basic infrastructure—such
as running water and electricity—was already in some places
nonexistent, getting basic services
to the people in outlying areas has
proved difficult.
“The Haitian people are very
resilient and used to suffering,”
Conn said.
The Restavek Foundation’s office in Haiti survived the earthquake and is now focusing its efforts towards assessing the needs
of the children in the schools it
works with and providing for basic food, water and medical relief.
Another concern the foundation is dealing with is human trafficking, considering the particularly vulnerable state the nation’s
children.
The organization must buy
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most of its supplies from the
Dominican Republic with cash, so
funding is the most important way
civilians can help, Conn said.
“We’ve been so grateful for the
support we’ve been given [by the
Cincinnati community],” she said.
Some of this support has
come from Maria Czyzykm, a
research scientist at University
of Cincinnati and parishioner at
Bellarmine Parish.
Czyzykm, whose son is a student at Xavier, has been involved
with Haiti through the Edward B.
Brueggeman Center for Dialogue.
She used her connections with
UC to secure 100 vaccines from
University Hospital for Conn to
take with her to Haiti.
Francis hopes to continue to
draw attention to the situation in
Haiti long after it fades out of
mainstream media.
“Sadly, another story will replace it…but it will take years to
rebuild what it took seconds to
destroy. We want to make sure
Haiti stays at the forefront of our
minds,” he said.
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Fate of Sycamore House uncertain
By Kathryn rosenbaum
Editor-in-Chief

Psychological Services and
members of the psychology department are concerned about
the condition and maintenance
of Sycamore House, as well as the
functionality and location of their
offices next year.
A decision regarding whether
or not Sycamore House will be
in use next year and where faculty members and Psychological
Services will move has not been
decided, Dr. Karl Stukenberg, director of Psychological Services
and associate professor of psychology, said.
Faculty members have met
with Dean of Social Sciences,
Health and Education Dr. Mike
Meyers to explain their needs and
concerns. Meyers has been working with Physical Plant and architects to create options.
“We don’t want to make a
quick decision that merely makes
a temporary space, but rather we
are working to create a functional
space,” Meyers said. This space
needs to help patients, students
and faculty succeed, he said.
In order to make a decision regarding the move, Meyers said he
has been working on a three-step
plan. He is first working to understand what space and resources
everyone in his department has
now.
Then he will conduct a needs
assessment to determine what departments must have and decide
where to go next based on the

Newswire photo by Danielle Meiners

Newswire photo by Alyssa Konermann

Loyola House and Dorothy Day House (r) will be among the first of the houses to be demolished in February to make way for the new student housing project. Both
offices moved into Gallagher Student Center before Christmas break. The Sycamore House (left), which houses Psychological Services requires major repairs, but
Physical Plant will not make these repairs until the university decides the fate of the house.

needs of departments.
Until then, Psychological
Services and psychology department faculty members are located
in the Sycamore House. The condition of the house remains a concern to employees.
The house needs many repairs—the paint on the outside
is chipped and looks worn down,
and the roof leaks and has caused
water damage inside, Stukenberg
said. He said the roof has not been
replaced, but only patched, and
the exterior has not been painted
in the 20 years he has been there.
This is because Physical Plant
has placed the Sycamore House
on a deferred maintenance list and

will not make major repairs until
future plans are determined.
“Physical Plant is aware the
roof leaks, but until a clear future
is established, Xavier will not invest a lot of money in Sycamore
House,” Dave Lococo, director of
Physical Plant, said.
He said they will fix things
that are broken in the house, but
it doesn’t make financial sense
to put large amounts of money
into a building that will soon be
knocked down.
The physical condition of the
building has affected at least one
patient, who said she “could not
get well there [in Sycamore]” due
to its appearance, said Stukenberg.

-Paid Advertisement-

Get paid
to earn
an MBA.
Introducing Louisville’s new 13-month Full-Time MBA Program,
which includes an 11-month paid internship. Apply now for fall
2010. Call us at 502-852-7257 or
e-mail us at mba@louisville.edu.

Fully accredited in business and accounting by the Association to Advance Collegiate Schools of Business. The University of Louisville is an equal opportunity institution.

“This is concerning,” he said.
Because community members
use Psychological Services, rent
that it pays to the university goes
into a general fund. This does not
go into a fund for the upkeep of
the house, and “There is no direct
relationship between it [the rent]
and anything that we do here.
And there are other things, besides a roof over their heads, that
faculty get from the rent, but it is
adequate to also cover a roof over
their heads,” Stukenberg said.
The psychology faculty are also
concerned about moving, since a
proposed plan, including closing
Sycamore House and moving all
the offices and psychological ser-

vices into Elet Hall, will not give
the psychology department adequate space.
Furthermore, Elet only has one
entrance, so a separate entrance
would need to be constructed for
Psychological Services patients.
Stukenberg is worried that putting Psychological Services on
one floor of Elet will not create
a location where patients can feel
comfortable and get well.
Meyers said decisions regarding
plans for a move will be made in
the spring when it is clearer where
other departments are moving
and what space is available.

By Kathryn rosenbaum
Editor-in-Chief

Residence Life
Residence
Life
moves
Wednesday, Feb. 3 into the
Village.
Publications House
Newswire will move Friday,
Jan. 29 into the basement of
Buenger Hall.
Women’s Center
Physical Plant recently renovated the Women’s Center, and
because of the condition of the
house, plans call for the Women’s
Center to remain located in the
house at 1415 Dana Ave.
English as Second Language
The English as Second
Language house will remain in
use.
Honors Villa
The university will retain
the Honors Villa “as long as it
can,” Dave Lococo, director of
Physical Plant, said.
The house needs repairs, but
no decisions will be made until
a clear direction for the future is
established, he said.
1019 Dana
Students live in this building
owned by the university.
Physical Plant recently made
renovations to the building and
students will continue to live at
1019 Dana.

Updates on other
campus houses

Moves for several departments on campus have occurred
or are occurring this week, so the
houses along Ledgewood Avenue
can be demolished in February;
however, other on-campus houses still remain in use throughout
campus.
Peace and Justice and
Campus Ministry houses
Peace and Justice and Campus
Ministry have adapted to their
new home in Gallagher since the
offices moved before Christmas.
The transition has been
smooth and both offices have
been holding more meetings to
stay connected, Dave Johnson,
executive director of the Justice,
Faith and Ministry Community
Center, said.
Students have been resourceful to find meeting space and no
programming or meetings have
been canceled because of the
move, Johnson said.
Campus Ministry and Peace
and Justice hosted good-bye parties at Loyola House and Dorothy
Day houses, respectively, on
Saturday, Jan. 23.
Employees, students and
alumni attended the celebration.
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Committee to define sexual
assault terms for handbook

By sarah wieten
Campus News Editor

In response to concerns among
students, faculty and staff, a committee is being created to make
changes to the student handbook
and other on campus policies related to sexual assault.
A student protest in front
of Gallager Student Center last
month did not convince the administration not to re-admit a student who had been found responsible for rape.
The protest took place Dec. 9.
Approximately 20 students and a
few faculty members held signs
and handed out several hundred
fliers warning that a student who
had been found responsible for
rape earlier in the year and asked
to leave the university was now
being allowed back on campus.
“The purpose of our protest
was two-fold,” Xavier Students
Against Sexual Assault President
and Co-founder Emily Vassil
said.
“We did not want the administration to allow the suspended
rapist back into our community,
and we wanted to make students,
faculty and staff aware of the in-

Newswire file photo

Now-alumna Laura Collier (l) and junior Emily Vassil, co-founders of Xavier
Students Against Sexual Assault have protested the re-admittance of a student
responsible for rape earlier this academic year.

justices taking place in regards
to sexual assault and rape on our
campus,” she said.
XSASA includes in these complaints the lack of definitions
of rape and sexual assault in the
student handbook—definitions
which, if created, could make
cases much more straightforward,

they say. A vague timeline for case
processing also means it may take
up to three months for a final decision on a case
The group also wants bystander intervention programming,
in which witnesses to a potential
sexual assault learn how to speak
up and defuse the situation, to

-Paid Advertisement-

Newswire photo by Alyssa Konermann

be mandatory for all students at
Xavier.
The group also says there are
currently no minimum sanctions
for someone found responsible
for these crimes and wants that
changed. The student in question
has since returned to campus.
“The administration seems to
be very concerned with lawsuits
and has chosen to compromise
the safety of Xavier students in
order to avoid one,” Vassil said.
“The student in question is back
on campus because his contract
(that is, the terms of the contract
decided upon by the University
Discipline board which is made up
of students, faculty and administrators)…were fulfilled,” Dean of
Students Dr. Luther Smith said.
But Smith said he was not at
all surprised that the students protested. “Sometimes protests are
formed out of not having complete information. Some people
would like to see unilateral sanctions for every person accused,
but...we try to take a more case by
case approach,” he said.
“Students certainly have the
right to protest anything they
want—I am, of course unable to
speak regarding the details of the

incident—but personally and professionally, I agree with [the protestors’] premise,” Smith said.
In response to these concerns,
Academic Vice President and
Provost Dr. Roger Fortin has
headed up the creation of a new
Ad Hoc Committee on Campus
Response to Sexual Violence,
which currently consists of 10
faculty and staff and one student,
Student Government Association
President senior Kiki Richardson.
“The fact that students and
some faculty were outspoken
about events last fall really raised
my attention to say ‘Let’s look at
this whole disciplinary process,’”
Fortin said.
This new committee will work
for approximately one year to find
suitable definitions of rape, sexual
assault and sexual violence, bettering prevention efforts, championing students’ rights and providing
resources for victims and standardizing disciplinary sanctions,
among other tasks.
Fortin is confident that the
committee will add to the progress he says Xavier has made.
“We aren’t a perfect institution,
but we have made progress in the
last few years,” he said.
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Going bald with St. Baldrick’s for a cure
By mike glynn
Staff Writer

This past Saturday, 20 men
and women shaved their heads
in Gallagher as a sign of support
for the St. Baldrick’s Foundation,
which was hosted by the Children’s
Charity Club.
The foundation was founded
in 1999 as a single event to honor
children undergoing chemotherapy. Junior Kristen Alpaugh, president of the Children’s Charity club
ran the Xavier event that raised
$9,468.12. Among the 20 students
who took part in the event was junior Daniel Francis.
“I think it’s a wonderful,
worthwhile cause and I’d do it
again without any hesitation,” said

Francis, who experienced the loss
of two high school classmates to
cancer.
“I know Kristen, [junior] Katie
Hamann, and [junior] Shaina
Coles all put in countless hours to
make the event the great success it
turned out to be.”
St. Baldrick’s Foundation has
become one of the leading charity
organizations and has shaved over
100,000 heads and raised over
$66 million. Some notable heads
shaved include: Jackie Chan, Steve
Wilkos, Bow Wow and Jay Leno.
“I was absolutely thrilled by the
attendance at the event,” Alpaugh
said.
“I am overwhelmingly proud
of the student body for their
support.”

NEWS BRIEF

Science, faith,
humanity lecture
By monica laco
Assistant Campus News Editor
Henry Fenichel will speak at 7
p.m. on Feb. 1 in 101 Lindner Hall
on the topic “Reach for the Stars:
An Evening of Science, Faith,
History and the Human Person.”
Feb. 1 marks the seventh anniversary of the Columbia space
shuttle disaster. Fenichel will speak
about his Torah which was carried into space aboard the Atlantis
shuttle mission in memory of
Ilan Ramon, the first Israeli astronaut and member of the crew of
Columbia.
Ramon
carried
several
Holocaust artifacts aboard the

Columbia. One of these items was
a Torah, given to him by his friend
Yoya, a Holocaust survivor.
“The Torah represents the survival of the Jewish People, the
ability to rise from the depth of
despair in the Holocaust and reach
for the stars,” Ramon said.
“It symbolizes a hopeful promise for new beginnings and is a
shining example of respect between cultures and religions.”
Fenichel’s Torah made it safely
back to earth when the Atlantis
landed on Sept. 21, 2006, on the
eve of the Jewish New Year.
Fenichel is an emeritus professor of physics at the University of
Cincinnati.

Classifieds
3901 Reading Rd : FREE
UTILITIES! Newly renovated!
Large 3 bedroom 1/2 bath
apt. This apartment is part of a
grand mansion only ¼ mile from
XU! Great kitchen and large private bedrooms, newer appliances, A/C, carpet, laundry room,
cable ready, plenty of parking.
Will not last! $375/person
Contact: Seth 513-3839435(Available August!)
FREE UTILITIES! Amazing 5
bedroom, 2 bath apartment!
Only ¼ mile from XU. This extremely large apartment is the
entire second floor of a grand
mansion and features: a great
kitchen, w/ new appliance, extremely large, private bedrooms
w/great closet space. X-large living room, huge sun porch, A/C,
cable, accent lighting and plenty
of parking. The apt will go fast
so don’t wait! For showings call
contact. Available in August 1st,
2010. $375/person. Contact:
Seth (513) 383-9435

Available for 2010 school
year. Housing also available
immediately.
5 houses two blocks from
campus. 2, 3, and 4 full size
bedrooms. Large houses, walk
to campus, other student housing immediately next store.
Laundry, fully equipped kitchens, plenty of parking, clean and
well equipped.
513-616-3798 or email doug.
spitz@cbws.com for information.

Photo courtesy of www.xu.edu

Junior Kristen Alpaugh and sophomore Sidney Provenzano have their heads shaved to benefit St. Baldrick’s
Foundation.

Police
Notes
Jan. 21, 9:55 p.m. – A student reported the theft of his
or her cell phone. The theft occurred Jan. 13.
Jan. 22, 2:10 p.m. – A student reported the theft of his
or her bicycle from the bike rack
near the rear entrance of the
Commons. The theft occurred
over winter break.
Jan. 22, 2:17 p.m. – A nonstudent acting suspiciously in
the R-2 lot was cautioned and
sent on his or her way. It was
determined that the non-student
was waiting for his or her significant other who is a student
at Xavier.
Jan. 23, 12:30 a.m. – A student who was observed with

a flask at the Senior Snow Ball
was asked to leave the event. The
flask was confiscated.
Jan. 23, 8:25 p.m. – Campus
Police assisted the parking staff
with two patrons of the Xavier
basketball game at Cintas Center
who damaged the fence along
the railroad tracks. The fence
was repaired and the individuals
were sent on their way.
Jan. 23, 11:14 p.m. – Campus
Police received a burglary report
from the previous owners of a
house Xavier recently purchased
on the 1500 block of Dana
Avenue. The previous owners
reported that items they had left
behind to be picked up at a later
date were stolen.
Jan. 24, 12:42 a.m. – A student observed carrying 12 cans
of beer in his or her coat in front
of Cintas Center was cited for
underage possession of alcohol.
Jan. 24, 2:28 a.m. – Campus
Police investigated a student

who was throwing a book
bag from a second story window in Husman to a student
in the Husman lot. The book
bag contained alcohol and the
student was cited for underage
possession of alcohol.
Jan. 24, 5:34 p.m. – Three
juveniles observed throwing
rocks into windows from the
roof of a vacant Xavier-owned
building on the 3700 block of
Montgomery Road were arrested for criminal trespassing
and criminal damage.

Note of the

Week
Jan. 24, 12:40 a.m. – A student reported being struck in
the head with an ice scraper
while walking on Wayland
Avenue in Norwood. The
scraper was thrown from a
passing car. Norwood Police
was notified.

Farewell Publications House

Large 3BR w sun deck avail
June 1st for 2010-2011 housing. 3757 Spencer, Norwood,
45212. Walk or bike to campus
and on XU Shuttle. $400/mo.
per student. 513-503-2065.
For classified orders and
information, please call Nathan
Sergio at 513-745-3561 or
email him at Newswire-Classifieds@xavier.edu

R.I.P.
1647*AD-2010 AD

*completely false
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Professor Profile: Kelly Blank

By Katherine monasterio to be fluent in a foreign language
and be able to communicate with
& meghan berneking
people in other countries and
Recently, the Newswire sat down cultures.
with Professor Kelly Blank,
Xavier’s only Italian professor.
XN: We know you spent some
time in Italy as an undergrad. Tell
Xavier Newswire: How long have us about that.
you been teaching Italian and how
KB: I spent my junior year
long have you been at Xavier?
in college at the University of
Kelly Blank: I’ve been teach- Bologna in Bologna, Italy. I studing Italian for eight years, and I’ve ied comparative literature, art hisbeen at Xavier for five years.
tory, history of architecture. It
was the best year of my life and a
XN: Where did you learn fantastic experience.
I would absolutely recommend
Italian and get your degree?
studying
abroad to anyone. Since
KB: I started learning Italian
then
I’ve
been many more times,
in high school in Houston. I got
and
I’ve
been
blessed enough to
my Bachelors of Art degree at
have
gone
on
the Xavier trip to
Indiana University Bloomington,
Rome
for
the
past
three summers.
and I did my Masters work there
too. Go Hoosiers!
XN: What is your favorite
place in Italy, or something people
should see if they go?
KB: I’d have to say Bologna,
because it has a special place in
my heart. You have to do the Giro
d’Italia—Florence, Venice and
Rome—those are the things you
XN: What got you interested should see first. But then, there
are many treasures to discover. It
in Italian?
KB: I have always loved foreign would never end.
languages; as a kid I wanted to
XN: What is the most imporlearn as many as I could.
I do okay in French, and tant part about teaching?
KB: Being in tune with stuI’ve studied some German and
Portuguese. When I got to high dents and being empathetic,
but also standing firm to your
school, I fell in love with Italian.
It was always a goal of mine expectations.

XN: Does your husband speak
Italian?
KB: No, he doesn’t. But he’s a
good sport.
XN: Do you have pets?
KB: I have two sweet cats, the
sweetest cats in the world, Luke
Duke and Dorian Gray. They’re
like people. They’re like dogs. I
love them so much.
XN: Anything else you would
like to share?
KB: I am really happy at Xavier.
It’s such a close community. I went
to a big university, so this is very
different from my college experience. Everyone here seems really
respectful of each other, which is
a positive thing.

Newswire photo by Katherine Monasterio

Professor Kelly Blank, Xavier’s only Italian professor, poses with Snoopy, an
important component to the common in-class activity “Qui ha lo Snoopy?”

I try to make things fun and
not boring. The students have to
do their part, too.
XN: What’s the best advice for
learning a foreign language?
KB: Practice, practice, practice
as much as you possibly can. With
iTunes and podcasts, the Internet,
social networking—there are so
many ways you can be in touch
with Italian through media. Take
advantage of every opportunity.
Language learning involves daily
practice.

- Paid Advertisement -

XN: What’s on your iPod?
KB: Lots of Morrissey. Also
Franz Ferdinand and the occasional Nek—the Italian pop
sensation.
XN: What do you like to do in
your free time?
KB: I like films and foreign
films. Particularly Italian films—
big shock. I like cooking, using
fresh ingredients and going to
farmers’ markets. I also listen
to music. I hang out with my
“hubs.”

Sarah Wieten, Campus News Editor
Phone: (513) 745-3607
Newswire-News@xavier.edu
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EDITORIAL | SYCAMORE HOUSE

At least minimal repairs needed

The Sycamore House has long been a fundamental part of not only
the Xavier campus, but the Cincinnati community as well. Its occupants
staff Psychological Services, and among their patients are residents of
Cincinnati.
The Sycamore House’s needs differ from other campus houses because it is, first and foremost, a place of business that does not only
cater to Xavier or its students. It is vital that it be a welcoming, clean and
functional environment for its staff and patients.
Therefore, it is infuriating that no one is able to make the badlyneeded repairs. The leaky roof has caused water damage and, as Dr.
Karl Stukenberg says on page two, the house has not been painted in his
twenty years working there. It is in no condition to be used as a business
for any kind of psychological services.
It is understandable that the university doesn’t want to sink money
into a house that may not even exist in a year, but the alternative is moving Psychological Services into one of the nearby classroom locations.
That would force clients to enter the building along with students, and
the comfort of confidentiality would be completely lost and quality of
care would decrease.
Alternatively, a new door could be constructed, but in that case, why
not just repair the damage already on the Sycamore house?
The Sycamore house needs basic repairs. When it is servicing clients
outside Xavier, the shabby, neglected façade and interior do nothing but
reflect poorly on the university and the services it offers.
Psychological Services needs more than a few empty classrooms in
Elet—they need a fully functional professional space where they can
service their clients to the best of their ability.

EDITORIAL | MORE MOURNING

Top 15 Things the Newswire staff will
miss about the Publications House
1. The quote wall
2. The Newswire Stars
3. Paula
4. The eternally smelly shower
5. The big white board
6. The Serious Room, Not As Serious Room,
the Doug Room
7. The years of Sharpie graffiti accumulated
on the walls
8. Jeff Goldblum in the bathroom
9. Matt Finger’s signatures
10. The indestructibility of Pat Stevenson’s
business cards
11. The handwritten lawsuit
12. The near-collapse of ceilings on many
vulnerable heads
13. The uselessness of the porch, due to the
years’ worth of papers amassed there
14. Pierre, in his rightful home
15. Elbow room
On the Web: www.xavier.edu/newswire
The Xavier Newswire is published weekly
throughout the school year, except during vacation
and final exams, by the students of Xavier University,
3800 Victory Parkway, Cincinnati, OH 452072129.
The Editorials are written by a different staff
member each week and do not necessarily reflect the
sentiments of the entire staff. They are also not the
sole responsibility of the Opinions and Editorials
editor to write.
The statements and opinions of the Xavier
Newswire are not necessarily those of the student
body, faculty or administration of Xavier. The

statements and opinions of a columnist do not
necessarily reflect those of editors or general staff.
Subscription rates are $30 per year or $15 per
semester within the USA and are prorated.
Subscription inquiries should be directed to
Kathryn Rosenbaum, 513-745-3607.
Advertising inquiries should be directed to
Nathan Sergio, Advertising Manager, 513-745-3561.
One copy of the Xavier Newswire, distributed
on campus, is free per person per week. Additional
copies are 25 cents.
Xavier University is an academic community
committed to equal opportunity for all persons.
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WCB $ increase

There are a number of questions in my mind regarding the assumptions underlying Dr. Fortin’s
proposal to raise the tuition of
undergraduate business majors.
1. Just because professors can
leave and make more money in
the corporate sector does not
mean they will. I have yet to meet
a college professor that decided
to make education their career for
the money. Dr. Fortin’s implication that failure to pay faculty of
the business school more money
detracts from the program’s ability to attract and maintain quality
professors should be backed up by
quantitative and qualitative data.
Assuming the data that Dr.
Fortin presents does indeed show
a need for an increase in faculty
compensation following detailed
scrutiny, it’s fine by me.
2. The question in my mind is:
Why does increased compensation for professors need to come
in the form of additional cost to
the student? Xavier’s tuition has
increased year after year since
1975, when my father was able to
work his way through his studies
at Xavier, to the present, when
students must take on an outrageous amount of debt for an undergraduate degree.
Let’s take a look at administration costs at Xavier over this time
period. I am willing to bet there
are efficiencies that may present
an alternate way of funding these
salary increases, and if not, help
lower the proposed hike.
This proposal should have the

Reid Faylor

effect of motivating the board
and everyone associated with the
institution to put some significant
thought into the core of Xavier’s
mission and how well it is served
in the long-term by such a change.
Are we really making a decision
that reflects the commitment to
real education, or are we just recognizing a business opportunity?
Jason Lynch | ‘10

Hope in Jamaica

On New Years Day, I joined
my dear friend Abie Ingber, Dr.
Richard Fry, nurse practitioner
Paula Niederbaumer and thirteen
Xavier undergrads on a mission to
provide medical care to some of
the most impoverished residents
of Jamaica. We visited villages of
plywood huts with tin roofs—no
kitchens, bathrooms or plumbing.
As an emergency nurse for 40plus years, I’ve seen trauma and
grave illness. But these were illnesses that accompany the cruelty
of extreme poverty. We treated
children with parasites, many so
malnourished they looked half
their age. Inhalers for asthmatic
children were gone early. How
disheartening to know our 511 patients will not again get life-saving
care until the next mission comes
along.
In the midst of such poverty
and sickness was a sense of hope.
Never despair of the younger
generation or the future they will
create; I met thirteen extraordinary reasons to be hopeful. These
Xavier students were out the door
by 7:30 each morning, and peanut
butter and jelly was their standard

breakfast and lunch. From various backgrounds, they sacrificed a
week of winter break to make the
world better. The patients experienced their compassion and loved
them for it.
It is hard to return to my life
with the many privileges for which
I am so grateful. I won’t forget the
terrible conditions, the malnourished faces, the shacks in which
they live. Nor will I forget the
spirit, energy or goodness of my
new Xavier friends. One little boy
giggled with delight and posed for
pictures with us. He will remain a
powerful reminder of the undying
human spirit that survives even
the worst of life’s conditions.
Bonnie Herscher | RN

Parking woes

I left campus on Saturday, Jan.
23 knowing there was a basketball
game that night at 6 p.m. I admit
that up front. When I returned to
campus, at 4:01 p.m., I checked the
lot around the Commons, doubting there would be an open spot.
Sure enough there wasn’t. I could
see plenty of empty spots in C2,
so I drove there.
When I went to turn into the
non-numbered spots (because
that is where I am allowed to park,
as told to me by my parking pass),
a parking assistant told me that
those spots are reserved for handicapped patrons of the game.
He then told me I need to continue down till I find a non-numbered spot. When I finally located

letters continued on
page 7. . .
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Hire students, not
a demolition crew
By Tommy Kauffmann
Editorial Columnist

By now I’m sure you’ve all
heard that the university is tearing
down the houses on Ledgewood
and Herald avenues. In a recent
issue the Newswire was pretty vehement in its condemnation of this
Xavier policy.
But instead of complaining
about how the university is ignoring its student body, we should
accept the fact that these houses
will soon be the site of a scenic
fountain. Not only should we accept it, we should also embrace it.
Xavier should let the student body
tear down the houses.
Think of the money the university could save by not hiring
a wrecking crew! Not to mention the eyesore of equipment on
campus and the traffic mayhem
that demolition will cause. None
of these would be issues if Xavier
allowed students to tear down the
houses ourselves.
Of course, we would like to

earn some money doing demolition work for the university.
In a recession, this would create a number of student jobs
while still being much cheaper
than a formal wrecking company. In the 1930s, people got jobs
building the Hoover Dam; in the
2000s, people could get jobs razing Dorothy Day House.
The administration has said
countless times that they want
students to be involved in the
construction of the new campus.
Instead of holding focus group
meetings that no one actually attends (or even knows about), let
that involvement begin with the
destruction of the old campus.
Multiple student groups could
become involved. For example,
demolition would provide ROTC
with invaluable hands-on explosives training. Baseball players,
tennis players or even golfers
could practice their swing on the
old houses.
Student-run demolition would
also be a great aerobic workout

for the many students who hate
O’Connor.
In addition, destruction of
condemned property would be a
great way to relieve the stress of
the first few weeks of the new
semester.
And since the computers
haven’t been working reliably, we
don’t really have anything better
to do.
It could even be a real-world
educational experience! Using our
knowledge of physics and engineering, we would have to solve
the problem of how to best raze
a house. And in learning to avoid
harming fellow students in the
wrecking process, we would have
to learn to work together. Studentrun demolition would facilitate
the organization and cooperation
of the student body!
So, Xavier, give us sledgehammers, crowbars, aluminum bats,
whatever you can find. I’ll bet
Physical Plant has plenty to go
around. These are our houses; let
us do the work.

Build on past actions

By Kathryn Rosenbaum
Editor-in-Chief
This is Newswire’s final week at
the Publications House. At the end
of this week, we will move to the
basement of Buenger. While far
from ideal, this is a workable temporary option that meets our needs
and offers us our own space, which
is critical to running a newspaper.
Yes, I would prefer if Newswire
could stay in the Publications
House, but Newswire’s complaints
have played out enough in editorials and columns these past few
weeks.
But instead of feeling anger or
disappointment, I have been reminiscing while going through the
Publications House preparing to
move.
The stacks of paper, old Newswires
and dated correspondence between
Newswire and various members of
administration offers more than a
history of the paper; it also provides
insight into Xavier and the cyclical
nature of issues.
Few major issues that have
occurred while I have attended
Xavier have not been seen before.
Students have long been concerned
about campus expansion and how
it will affect the identity of Xavier.

Neighbors have previously voiced
complaints about Xavier students
that reach no resolution.
While this is reassuring in a
way—maybe the Xavier of 2020
won’t be dramatically different
from Xavier today—it raises important concerns. Institutional
changes often take insurmountable
amounts of time to occur.
Take something as simple as
“dead days” or “study days” before
exams. This was a recent addition
to our schedule during the 2008-09
academic year.
However, this was not the invention of students in 2007 or
2008. This idea had been proposed
for at least 10 years. The Oct. 20,
1999 edition of Newswire advocates
that Xavier should implement an
SGA proposal for dead days. One
of the SGA tickets in 2004 made
a proposal for dead days as well—
not the first or the last to do so.
Why did it take at least 10 years
to adopt ONE dead day? Why is
the bureaucracy and decision-making process of Xavier so complex
and hard to navigate that it took
multiple student efforts to adopt
dead days?
Dead days should have been a
project that a group of students

continued from
page 6. . .

Keep students rowdy

the ones to which he was referring, I found myself in R2.
I just want to know why the
C2 spots are reserved for handicapped patrons when the only way
out of C2 is one of two stairwells?
All of C5 is reserved for handicapped parking during games. I
think it is good that they do that,
but I fail to see the need for a second location that is surrounded by
curbs and can only be reached via
stairs. So is that poor planning or
was the guy just lying?
Shane Hutton | ‘10

Over the past few weeks, the
Newswire has run a couple of articles wagging a finger at the antics
of our student section, specifically the vulgarity of remarks and
chants. I am here to protect the
First Amendment rights of our
beloved fans and to silence these
disappointed critics.
There are probably many who
believe the past actions of students
at games are inappropriate and unsportsmanlike. For those people, let
me just say: there is a reason Xavier
currently has a 19-game home win-
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—STAFF TALK—
with Katherine Monasterio

What would you like to hear
President Obama talk about in
his State of the Union address
tomorrow?

Amy Windhorst

Features Editor

“The travesty that is
the destruction of the
Publications House, infused with sci-fi references
and ending with a “Glee”inspired musical number.”

Desmond Dale

Asst. A&E Editor

and administrators could have seen
to completion within one academic
year, not 10.
This drawn-out process, even
for minor changes, makes it difficult to adopt meaningful and lasting changes.
Furthermore, it makes little
sense that this small change in the
grand scheme of the university
took 10 years, while a new dorm
building will be open in two.
It would be beneficial and efficient to learn from prior actions
and procedures in order to build
upon these situations to move forward efficiently and quickly, instead
of spinning in circles of bureaucracyand committees.
Would all the problems between
Norwood residents and Xavier
students be solved today if Xavier
built off of prior actions? Hardly.
However, relationships may be better. Taking steps to improve relationships today are minimal at best.
Thus, Xavier, as you quickly expand, remember: it is important to
not just construct new buildings,
but solve problems by building
upon existing efforts rather than
re-digging a hole every five years
to address the same problem over
and over.

“All sales tax from
the month of January
to go toward the
rebuilding of the
Publications House.”

ning streak. There is a reason we
were voted the third toughest place
to play in the nation, and there is
a reason that Dayton hasn’t won a
game here since 1981.
Leave the sportsmanship and
chivalry to the athletes. Our responsibility as a student section
is to make opposing players and
fans as uncomfortable, demoralized, and emotionally worn down
as possible. C’mon folks, IT’S
THE A-10! IT’S DIVISION I
BASKETBALL! This isn’t your
little sister’s second grade Rec
League. We’re not here to exchange
pleasantries and welcome our rivals

with open arms; we’re here to make
them wish they hadn’t stepped on
to the floor at all.
There was also the argument that
such profanity isn’t consistent with
out “Catholic, Jesuit” name. For
those people, I say you can leave. I
don’t think many people walk into
a Xavier basketball game thinking,
“Hmm, how can I best represent
the Jesuit community today?”
I defy you to go to Georgetown
University (a Catholic, Jesuit institution) and tell me if their fans are
cuddly and courteous. The answer,
my friends, is they’re not. I know.
I’ve been there.

“Boxers or
briefs?”

Meghan Berneking

News Editor

Doug Tifft

Sports Editor

“His second-place
finish to Scott Brown
in the Cosmopolitan
‘America’s Sexiest
Man’ contest.”

Sarah Wieten

Campus News Editor

“Whether he
prefers Conan or
Leno.”

Andrew Short

Copy Editor

“I hereby declare
war on Mars. . .
and the Hoover
Dam.”

Maggie Cardosi

Andrew Chestnut

“That he’s going to pardon the
Publications House.”

“That he is appointing me
to the Supreme Court, so
I can just skip the whole
law school thing.”

Copy Editor

Managing Editor

And finally, I wish to address
those who simply feel compelled
to control the student section. I’m
tired of being told by other students what to do, what not to do,
and when to do it. If I want to start
a “We want Joe Hughes” chant, I
shouldn’t be stopped and told that
the chant ought to be “Put in Joe
Hughes.”
So critics, if you don’t like what
you see and hear, shut your eyes,
plug your ears, or go watch the
game at home. Let’s give our fine
basketball players the student section they deserve.
Joe D’Agostino | ‘11
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Club Sports
Report
Hockey

Past results:

Lost 9-3 at Canisius
College, who at 21-10-0
leads the Atlantic Conference of the American
Collegiate Hockey Association. Xavier then
lost 4-1 Medaille to drop
to 10-17-0 for the season.

Coming up:

Xavier will travel to
Denison University for
games on Jan. 29 and
30.

Gymnastics

Past results:

Competed in the Buckeye Blast in Columbus,
Ohio on Jan. 23. Xavier
did not register in the
17-school event as a
team, but did have
individual competitors.
Freshman Liz Sprout
placed seventh in the
vault and 35th overall.

Coming up:

Xavier will travel to
Miami (Ohio) for a meet
on Feb. 7.

Sports

Xavier Newswire

Crawford leads XU to comeback
By Doug TIFFT

Atlantic 10
Standings

Sports Editor

After 60 minutes of sloppy
play and half-hearted defense,
the Xavier men’s basketball team
had their backs against the wall
and needed an answer. Jordan
Crawford delivered.
Down seven points to Rhode
Island with 18:37 remaining in a
Jan. 23 home game against Rhode
Island, Crawford ignited Xavier
on a 12-2 run in which he scored
eight points, grabbed three rebounds and threw a flashy assist.
The run gave Xavier a one
point lead that it would not relinquish on the way to a 72-61 win
over the Rams.
“He is a dominant player,”
Xavier head coach Chris Mack
said of Crawford.
Xavier had fallen behind against
Rhode Island by turning the ball
over 12 times in the first half, including four miscues from freshman point guard Mark Lyons.
The Musketeers also struggled
from the free throw line, where
they finished 16-of-29. Junior
Jamel McLean was 6-of-12 from
the stripe, clouding a game in
which he scored 16 points and
grabbed eight rebounds.
“My biggest thing is I get up
there, know what I am supposed
to do, but just think about it too
much,” McLean said of his free
throw woes. “I need to go up
there and relax.”
Crawford was relaxed throughout the second half, scoring 11 of
his 21 points and dishing out all
six of his assists to go with a career-high 12 rebounds.
With Crawford running the
break against the Rams’ full-court
trap, McLean and junior Andrew

-

Conference
Name
W L
Temple		
5 0
Xavier
5 1
Charlotte 4 1
3 1
St. Louis
Richmond 4 2
3 2
URI
3 2
Dayton
2 3
La Salle
St. Bona. 2 3
St. Joe’s
2 3
G.W.
1 4
Duquesne 1 4
UMass.
1 4
Fordham 0 6

Newswire photo by Danielle Meiners

Jordan Crawford’s 21 points--eight of which came in a two minute stretch
of the second half--led Xavier to a 72-61 win over Rhode Island.

Taylor were able to get interior
looks with senior Jason Love and
sophomore Kenny Frease on the
bench with foul trouble. XU shot
58.6 percent in the second half,
piling up 46 points to pick up a
win over a team that was ranked
No. 15 in the RPI.
Yet it was the defensive effort,
with Xavier’s packline defense
taking away driving lanes from
Rhode Island’s group of slashers,
that Mack was most pleased with.
“The difference in the game
was our defensive effort for 40
minutes,” Mack said. “Defensively
we were the team that we have
been since I have been back [from
Wake Forest six years ago].”
Mack was not as pleased about

S p o r t s

his team’s 77-72 loss three days
earlier at Temple.
The Owls shot 59.2 percent for
the game, including a second half
in which they were 13-of-19, and
led for 35 minutes against a Xavier
club who dropped to 2-4 on the
road.
“I just know that when a team
shoots 60 percent or better you
could have done something with
a little bit more intensity on the
defensive end,” Mack said. “I
thought we set the tone early by
allowing their big guys to set up
and shoot uncontested threes. We
let them get into a groove early
on, and then [we] started to defend with more toughness [late in
the game].”

o p i n i o n

-

Overall
W L
17 3
13 6
14 5
12 6
15 6
15 3
14 5
10 9
9 9
8 11
11 7
10 9
7 12
2 16

It was a little too late, though,
as Temple sophomore Juan
Fernandez drained a 15-foot jump
shot to ice the game with 43 seconds remaining, polishing off a
second half in which he shot 4of-5, taking advantage of poor
ball-screen defense by Xavier.
While their defense struggled,
the Musketeer offense was in
high gear, shooting 45.8 percent.
Yet, a Musketeer squad that had
been making 25.9 trips to the free
throw line per game was only 9of-12 from the stripe, negating
23.6 percent of Xavier’s scoring.
With the Temple loss joining a
Nov. 26 loss to Marquette and a
Dec. 19 loss to Butler as the only
times the Musketeers have gone
to the line less than 20 times in
a game, the Musketeers are now
46th in the nation with 481 free
throws attempted on the season.
With 84 trips to the line, Jordan
Crawford is among the team leaders in the category. Just one more
way that he responds.

What we talk about when we talk about JC
By Doug TIFFT

NBA in a matter of years, often
eulogized as a failure.
And this made me think of
Recently I was flipping through
a book by Chuck Klosterman Jordan Crawford.
In Dinosaur, Klosterman goes
(who if you have not heard of,
please drop everything and hit a on to discuss how Sampson’s
Barnes and Nobles) called Eating career was actually rather excepthe Dinosaur, and came across tional: He made four NBA Alla chapter on Ralph Sampson. Star teams, led a team to the NBA
Sampson is probably a familiar Finals and was once named a secname to sports enthusiasts, as he ond-team All-NBA player.
The problem with Sampson,
was a 7’3” giant who dominated
college basketball from 1979-83 at though, was that the expectations
the University of Virginia, garner- for him were so astronomically
ing some recognition as the great- high that it was nearly impossible
for him to reach them
est college player of all
unless he turned into
time.
Wilt Chamberlain and
The Houston Rockets
averaged 50 points and
chose Sampson first
25 rebounds per night.
overall in 1983 (two
In the same way the
picks ahead of some guy
public revels in seeing
named Michael Jordan),
the fall of Tiger Woods,
thinking that his otherJohn Edwards or any
worldly skills would bring
other promiscuous cethem a decade of NBA
dominance. Things didn’t Read it. Seriously. lebrity, people tuned into
Rockets games in the 80’s
go quite as planned, as
injuries and general ineffective- not wanting to see Sampson sucness relegated Sampson’s lone ceed, but pining to witness the decareer snapshot to a fluky, whirl- mise of a 7’3” behemoth who was
ing 15-footer to knock off Magic supposedly going to be the best
Johnson and the Los Angeles basketball player ever.
The same thing seems to
Lakers in the 1986 Western
Conference Finals. He didn’t do have happened at Xavier with
much else and washed out of the Crawford.
Sports Editor

After he fled the Indiana
University scandal and spent
a year on the practice court in
Cintas Center, all Xavier Nation
heard was how great he was going
to be. Sean Miller touted him as
possibly the best guard in school
history. Chris Mack’s eyes glazed
over at the sound of his name.
Local writers said Xavier was just
a holding spot until he joins his
brother in the NBA next year.
Even ESPN cut away from a live
shot of Brett Favre’s Mississippi
mud football game to do an interview with him after he dunked on
LeBron James.
Crawford has delivered on that
promise, leading the Atlantic 10 in
scoring at 19.1 points per game,
grabbing 5.1 rebounds per game,
dishing out 2.8 assists a night,
shooting 43.5 percent from the
floor—40 percent from three—
and providing one of the most incomprehensible Twitter accounts
in Internet history.
But it doesn’t seem to be
enough for Xavier fans. Every
missed shot elicits a groan from
the crowd—or a cry to pass the ball
to Brad. Every flashy pass brings a
grudging round of applause. Just
Monday night a fan called in to
Chris Mack’s radio show to angrily

Newswire photo by Danielle Meiners. Other photos courtesy of fantasticfiction.com and sikids.com.

Ralph Sampson (left) and Jordan Crawford (right) have both been victims
of lofty fan expectations.

condemn Crawford for not shaking hands with opponents before
games.
While Crawford is carrying the
team to wins, like Saturday’s 72-61
victory over Rhode Island, Xavier

Nation would much rather talk
about Andrew Taylor—he is an
overachiever.
So maybe the bar is set too high
on Crawford. Or maybe I need to
find some new reading material.

Sports
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Musketeers keep rolling in A-10 play
Xavier picks up blowout victories over Saint Louis and Saint Bonaventure
By Jocelyn Taylor

Staff Writer
The machine that is the No. 10
Xavier women’s basketball team
is in high gear, rolling over Saint
Louis and St. Bonaventure to improve to 4-0 in the Atlantic 10
conference.
The Muskies blew out Saint
Louis on Wednesday 90-52 and
delivered a 62-53 loss at St.
Bonaventure on Saturday.
Wednesday, freshman guard
Katie Rutan made her first career
start, making her uneasy before
the opening tip.
“I found out right when we
went in during warm-ups and I
was a little nervous to be honest,”
she said. “I don’t mind coming in
off the bench. I know my role and
I try to do it the best I can. Being
a spark off the bench [was] great
for me, I love[d] it.”
Rutan adjusted quickly to a
starting role, however, finishing
with 25 points on 7-of-10 shooting from behind the arc and 8-of11 from the field.
Head coach Kevin McGuff was
very pleased with Rutan’s play.
“She is a great shooter and
even more than that, she is a terrific player that helps give us the
balance we need to make us a special team,” McGuff said.
“She has a great feel for the
game and has come along defen-

Women’s
Atlantic 10
Standings
Conference
Name
W L
Xavier
4 0
Duquesne 4 0
Charlotte 4 1
3 1
Dayton
Richmond 3 1
3 1
Temple
2 2
St. Joe’s
St. Bona. 2 3
URI
2 3
UMass.
1 3
St. Louis
1 4
Fordham 1 4
G.W.
1 4
La Salle
0 5

Newswire photo by Danielle Meiners

Freshman guard Katie Rutan scored 25 points, including seven three point
shots, in a 90-52 win over Saint Louis on Jan. 20.

sively this year. Shooting is definitely a way she makes us better.”
Rutan was not the only player

Rutan by the numbers

In her freshman year Katie Rutan has already placed herself
among the Atlantic 10 Conference’s elite sharpshooters. Rutan
is the second highest scoring freshman in the conference. Here
is a look at how she matches up to some of the other top shooters in the A-10:

Name

Katie Rutan (XU)
Jessica Jenkins (SBU)
Ashley Rivera (URI)
Jamie Walsh (LAS)
Kristina Danella (MAS)

Pts.

3Pt. FG.

3Pt. Att.

3Pt.%

10.2
11.3
11.1
9.9
14.4

48
52
48
44
36

112
130
116
111
90

42.9
40.0
41.4
39.6
40.0

in double figures. A trio of juniors,
Amber Harris, Special Jennings
and Ta’Shia Phillips, reached double digits as well.
Harris and Phillips both had 12
points, and Jennings contributed
16 points.
Overall, the team shot 52.4 percent from the field and 53 percent
from behind the arc.
Four days later, the Musketeers
brought their hot shooting with
them to New York against the
Bonnies.
Phillips and Jennings led the
team with 16 points apiece, with
Jennings also dealing out six assists and a block.
Senior April Phillips had 12
points and Harris finished with 10
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BRIEFS

Track breaks five
school records, Geer
earns A-10 Honors

Overall
W L
14 3
14 5
11 8
15 4
14 5
14 5
9 10
14 6
9 11
Photo courtesy goxavier.com
7 12 Freshman Hank Geer
earned the
7 12 A-10 Rookie of the Week Award.
7 13
The Xavier University Track
4 14
and
Field took part in the Gladstein
5 15

after early foul trouble.
The women shot 45 percent
from the field and 50 percent
from behind the arc.
“We knew this would be a
tough game because they have a
terrific team,” McGuff said after
the win in Olean, N.Y. “Our inside
play makes us unique in college
basketball, [and] today we played
hard around the basket, were
able to score and dominated the
glass.”
Offense and defense was also
on the mind of Ta’Shia Phillips,
the Preseason Atlantic 10 Firstteam selection.
“We needed to get back to
being who we are and that is an
aggressive team offensively and
defensively,” Phillips said. “So we
talked about really getting after it
on both ends and dominating the
glass.”
The Musketeers will get a
chance to continue their frontcourt dominance in a pair of
games this week.
On Wednesday, Xavier will
travel to Rhode Island to take on
the Rams. Saturday, the women
will face their rival, Dayton.

Invitational in Bloomington, Ind.
last Friday and Saturday. The
team had some very strong individual performances during the
weekend.
Junior Tommy Kauffmann destroyed his own school record in
the 5,000 meter by 22 seconds,
taking first in the event.
Junior Caitlin Thomas also
broke a school record in the 5,000
by 22 seconds, taking fifth place.
In the field, senior Derek
LeBlanc broke his personal record
in the triple jump by more than
two feet.
The event was also a big day for
several freshmen. Freshman Hank
Geer ran a personal best in the
5,000 meter-run, placing third.
Freshman Kristen Bennett
placed sixth in the heptathalon, a
school record.
In total, five school records
were broken during the weekend.
For his efforts, Geer was named
the A-10 Rookie of the Week, his
first honor.
The Muskies will return to action on February 5, when they take
part in the New Balance Collegiate
Invite in New York.

— Where are they now: Josh Duncan —

By Scott MUeller
Asst. Sports Editor

After being an integral part of
the Musketeers Elite Eight run in
2008, Josh Duncan has tried his
hand at professional basketball.
Duncan was invited to the
2008 Portsmouth Invitational
Tournament, a tournament for
prospective NBA draftees. In
three games at the tournament,
Duncan averaged 14.3 points per
game and 7.7 rebounds per game.
Despite being named to the AllTournament team, Duncan was
not selected in the 2008 NBA
Draft.
Several NBA teams were intrigued by Duncan, and he had
workouts for the New Orleans
Hornets and the Sacramento
Kings in June 2008.
In the 2008-09 season, Duncan
played in France for Elan Bearnais
Pau-Lacq-Orthez.
Injuries held him back thorughout the year, though. He was
injured on Nov. 8, 2008, and only

Photo courtesy fibaeurope.com

Josh Duncan is currently playing in
Belgium.

appeared in 18 games during the
08-09 season.
Duncan averaged 6.0 ppg
and 2.3 rpg for Elan Bearnais
Pau-Lacq-Orthez.
In July and August of 2009
Duncan played in the Orlando
Pro Summer League, in association with the Utah Jazz.
Now, during the 2009-10 season, Duncan is again playing in
Europe, this season for Belgacom

Liege Basket in Belgium.
Duncan has seen his numbers
improve coming off his injury and
is currently averaging 23.3 minutes
a game and recording 11.8 points
and 4.7 rebounds per night.
Xavier fans will remember
Duncan’s school record 16 straight
field goal attempts made, including eight threes during his senior
campaign
That year Duncan shot nearly
50 percent from the field, including 41 percent ftom three point
range.
Currently, he is shooting nearly 40 percent inside of the three
point line, while only shooting 10
percent from behind the arc.
Coming out of Xavier, it was
thought that Duncan could possibly help an NBA team off the
bench. His 6’9”, 230 pound frame
is big enough to play in the NBA,
and his ability to play power forward and step out to make a three
point shot could add depth to an
NBA team.

Photo courtesy daylife.com

Duncan by te digits
Duncan saw a steady rise in production in his time at Xavier.
So far, in his second season as a professional, his stats are again
on the rise.
Year

2004-05
2005-06
2006-07
2007-08
2008-09
2009-10

Pts.

Rebs.

Min.

3FG%

FG%

6.2
9.1
9.3
12.4
6.0
6.2

2.3
4.2
3.4
4.7
2.3
3.3

14.4
21.0
19.3
22.4
N/A
1.0

38.6
38.5
38.1
41.7
29.3
41.4

44.7
42.9
44.1
49.6
64.0
60.9
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The verdict on spring television
Still to Come:

BY Amy windhorst
Features Editor

Undercover Boss

The Deep End

ABC, Thursdays, 8 p.m.
The Setup: Five young law
professionals join a prestigious
L.A. law firm, finding themselves
knee-deep in a ruthless business
with hard-nosed bosses and relationship turmoil.
The Verdict: The phrase
“‘Grey’s Anatomy’ with lawyers”
is ubiquitous when it comes to the
series.
However, “The Deep End”
neither lives up to “Grey’s” nor
other law shows, coming across
as fake and shallow, which is especially unfortunate, considering the
show’s title.
So Far: The premiere did little
to boost this series’ so-so ratings,
“The Deep End” will have to pull
out all the stops to stick around
on ABC’s schedule.

Life Unexpected

The CW, Mondays, 9 p.m.
The Setup: 15-year-old Lux
(Britt Robertson), formerly in foster care, tracks down her biological
parents Cate (Shiri Appleby) and
Baze (Kirstoffer Polaha)—parents
who haven’t been in touch since
Lux was born out of a high school
one-night stand.
Given temporary custody of
their daughter, Baze, Cate—and
Cate’s fiancé (Kerr Smith)—have
to deal with the new addition to
their lives.

CBS, Sunday Feb. 7, Post-Super
Bowl
The Setup: The premise of this
reality show is simple: the heads
of an American company spend
time working on the front lines
of their businesses—all for the
hopes of becoming better bosses.
Expect some heartstring-tugging
and some “lessons learned” moments from all involved.

Past Life

Photo courtesy of scifiscoop.com

“Human Target” premiered to moderate success, and kept (but did not gain) viewers following “American Idol.”

The
Verdict:
“Life
Unexpected” marks a return to
classic, WB-esque relationship
dramedy. Fans of “Gilmore Girls”
or “Everwood” should feel right at
home with this surprisingly sweet
and sharp family series.
So Far: “Life Unexpected” is
off to a strong start, with its premiere posting the highest Mondaynight ratings for The CW in over
a year.

Caprica

Syfy, Fridays, 9 p.m.
The Setup: When tech-genius
Daniel Greystone (Eric Stoltz)
loses his daughter in a terrorist attack, he will do anything to get her
back—even creating a self-aware

robot with her personality (the
first “cylon”).
A prequel to the 2003 series
“Battlestar Galactica,” the show
also follows mob lawyer Joseph
Adama (Esai Morales) as he grapples with Greystone and the loss
of his own wife and daughter.
The Verdict: A dash of sci-fi
and a huge dose of political, ethical and religious fodder keep the
premiere slow but give the show
a lot to run on, if for a specific
audience.
“Battlestar” fans will find this
series vastly different from its
predecessor—though not without fun Easter eggs (including a
young future-admiral) that will
keep them watching.
So Far: The pilot episode aired
with weak ratings, but that might
be because that episode has been
on DVD for several months. This
Friday’s new episode will be the
true test.

Human Target
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“Parenthood” looks at the complicated and often amusing relationships
between children and their parents.

Fox, Wednesdays, 8 p.m.
The Setup: From the creator
of “Jericho” comes this hour-long
drama (based off a DC Comic of
the same name), which follows
freelance bodyguard Christopher
Chance (Mark Valley) as he ignores his instinct for self-preservation in protecting his clients.
Chi McBride of “Pushing
Daisies” and Jackie Earle Haley
of “Watchmen” serve as Chance’s

support team as he puts his life on
the line—often without regard for
his personal safety.
The Verdict: Expect an action-filled romp that perhaps falls
short of “24” but lands in “guilty
pleasure” territory.
So Far: “Human Target” premiered to moderate success, and
kept (but did not gain) viewers
following “American Idol.”
Beware of schedule flip-flopping: the show will finally settle in
its Wednesday timeslot beginning
in February.

Spartacus: Blood and Sand

STARZ, Fridays, 10 p.m.
The Setup: The first season
of “Spartacus” follows the titular
hero (Andy Whitfield), a Roman
soldier, who rises from slavery
within a gladiator training camp.
Lucy Lawless and John Hannah
also star in this violent, sex-filled,
“300”-esque television fest.
The Verdict: This show is
definitely not for everyone—even
not for all adults.
However, if you liked “300”
and are looking for your next
filthy action fix, look no further.
“Spartacus” is sure to deliver
on the shameful indulgences of
many.
So Far: Does it matter?
“Spartacus” has already been renewed for a second season, regardless (its ratings did set a STARZ
record, if anyone cares).

Fox, Tuesday Feb. 9, 9 p.m.
The Setup: It’s a familiar
equation: the believer, Dr. Kate
McGinn (Kelli Giddish), and the
cynic, Price Whatley (Nicholas
Bishop), team up to solve crimes
with a twist.
This time, the twist is the belief
in previous lives, which the team
believe affect current situations.
Unfortunately, Fox has already cut
back the episode order for this series, possibly boding ill for its upcoming debut.

Parenthood

NBC, Tuesday March 2, 10 p.m.
The
Setup:
Revolving
around the Braverman family,
“Parenthood” looks at the complicated and often amusing relationships between children and
their parents.
Starring familiar faces such as
Craig T. Nelson (“The District”),
Dax Shepard (“Punk’d”) and
Lauren
Graham
(“Gilmore
Girls”), “Parenthood” looks to
mix comedy with serious subject
matter such as Asperger syndrome
and teen drug use.

The Marriage Ref

NBC, Thursday March 4, 10 p.m.
The Setup: Executive producer Jerry Seinfeld has created
an odd mash-up between a game
show, reality television and a
comedy to give the world “The
Marriage Ref.”
The premise? Settle an argument between a married couple by
declaring which one “wins.”
Expect the tiffs to be “silly”—
don’t look for Seinfeld to solve
any divorce settlements.

Life at the Newswire: the Pub House’s last stand
BY Katherine monasterio to come down and your silly staff
Op-Ed Editor

Tonight should be a night of
laughter and celebration, a night
of joy and creation, wherein an
extraordinary college newspaper
comes slowly to life, just as it has
hundreds of Tuesdays in the past.
Instead, we editors mull about
the Publications House, typing
glumly, dejectedly arranging our
pages. Even the copy editors, usually quick to scare the hell out of
the rest of the house with their
sudden and gleeful screams, have
yet to cause any real mayhem.
Everyone is fully aware that
this is our last night putting together this paper here.
Oh please, you say, shut up, you
say, stop whining, the house has

has someplace to go afterwards.
It’s not the ideal situation, but it
will work, so shut up already.
And you’re right. We’re grateful that we have someplace to go
at all.
But that can’t stop us from
mourning the inevitable end of
history that must come to all
things with a colorful past. And
the Publications House’s history
ends tonight.
This newspaper has been in
this building for 10 years, and it
shows.
From the Sharpied graffiti
on the walls (THE SERIOUS
ROOM, MY BABIES GOTS TO
EAT, VOMTASTROPHY) to the
countless stacks of now-yellow
newspapers lining the walls of

The Serious Room (read: Editorin-Chief ’s office) to the old, old
photographs that occasionally
spring up (Fr. Graham with a mustache, anyone?), we know we’ve
been working amid the memories
of many others before us.
But, long after midnight, when
the final page is at last .pdf ’ed and
ready to go to the publisher, a
sense of hope will linger in these
hallowed halls.
The Publications House will
forever live in our memories, and
the memories of editors past. For
now, it is time for the next great
adventure: The Move to Buenger
Hall.
Stay tuned next week for a
firsthand account of our new beginning and our plunge into the
boundless realm of the future.

This week’s issue is our last one in the Publications House.

Newswire file photo
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Faculty showcases flair

BY john shroeck
Staff Writer

The
Xavier
University
Department of Art Faculty
Exhibition debuted on Friday, Jan.
22 in the A.B. Cohen Center.
This exhibit features the works
of Susanne Chouteau, Bruce
Erikson, Jonathan Gibson, Marsha
Karagheusian, Kelly Phelps and
Kitty Uetz.
“This year’s faculty exhibition
showcases the department’s six
principle faculty members and the
major disciplines taught by them,”
said Department Chair Chouteau.
“These disciplines include ceramics, drawing, graphic design,
fibers, painting, printmaking, photography and sculpture.
“The department’s other two
concentration areas, art education
and art history are represented in
the very processes by which the
work was produced,” she said.
Two of Chouteau’s largescale works are a part of her series entitled “Genocide of the
Conscience.”
These prints address the polar
bear and pika, North America’s
largest and smallest mammals
directly endangered by global climate change.
Erikson, assistant professor of
painting and drawing, displays a
group of oil glaze paintings consisting of small portraits of people lost in thought.
He also presents drawn figure
studies done from his life as well
as master copies demonstrated in
his painting course.
Assistant
Professor
of
Photography and Graphic Design
Gibson displays a collection of
photographs and digital collages.
He describes his work as a combination of Smash Representation

Arts & Entertainment Editor

The Players’ 2010 season has
recently undergone changes and
taken on new additions, bringing
the group the challenge of putting on six shows this semester.
The show “Communication
Cord,” which has been on the
schedule since last spring has
recently been canceled and replaced with a series of comedic one-acts called “All in the
Timing” by David Ives.
Kevin Crowley, known for his
work with Second City comedy
club, will be directing the show
at Xavier.
Members of the Players’
board have said the change is
due to compounding factors
from timing to availability of
resources. Generally the change
of shows seems to be supported
by members of Xavier Players.
Additions to the season include a second producition of
“Toolbox,” Players’ student directed, performed and produced
improv show and a new musical theater opportunity called
“Frame of Mind.”
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Live Wires
(week of Jan. 26)

Reivax Records Presents - Benefit Relief
Concert for Haiti

From 8 p.m. to 10 p.m., on
Friday, Jan. 29, Reivax Records
is putting on a charity concert at
the Coffee Emporium (110 East
Central Parkway). All proceeds
will be distributed to benefit the
relief efforts in Haiti.

Anti-Flag

The concert will start at 6
p.m. on Friday, Jan. 29 at the
Mad Hatter (620 Scott St.).
Tickets are $16.

Gov’t Mule

The concert will begin at
7:30 p.m. on Friday, Jan 29 at
Taft Theatre (317 E Fifth St.).
Tickets are $26 in advance and
$29.50 at the door.
The faculty exhibition showcases the department’s six principle faculty members.

and Abstraction.
“As Boccioni was interested in
the construction of movement
of a figure, I am interested in the
psychological movement and construction of the figure,” Gibson
said.
“I am fascinated by and lamented by the effects of technological innovation upon our visual
literacy….how we see influences
who we are,” he said.
Professor of Ceramics and Art
Education Karagheusian presents
hand-built ceramic sculptures of
earthenware clay.
“I’m working with the figure,
in a gestural manner, with the
base reliefs, working from the live
model,” Karagheusian said. “I’m
also working with the figure, but
in a more abstract way, with the
totemic Raku sculptures.”

Xavier Players’ season
changes and additions
BY Catherine stahl
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“Frame of Mind” is a student
created show that can be viewed
as a collection of staged songs
about changing perspectives.
The show, like “Toolbox,” is
student directed, performed and
produced.
Auditions for the new shows
are coming up soon.
“All in the Timing” auditions
are Sunday, Jan. 31 from 1-4
p.m. and Monday, Feb. 1 from
7-9 p.m. in the Gallagher Studio
Theater.
Those who wish to audition
are asked to prepare a 1-2 minute
comedic monologue.
“Frame of Mind” auditions workshop will be held
on Monday, Feb. 1 at 6 p.m. in
Gallagher Student Center room
214.
Auditions will be held the following weekend on Saturday, Feb.
6 from 1-3 p.m. and Sunday, Feb.
7 from 12-2 p.m. in the Studio
Theater.
Auditioners for “Frame of
Mind” are asked to prepare two
contrasting, a capella, one-minute musical pieces.
Toolbox audition information
is yet to come.

Associate Professor Phelps
oversees the sculpture department. His displayed pieces, “Off
the Cross” and “Miss America”
were made in collaboration with
his twin brother, Kyle, who is
an Associate Professor at the
University of Dayton.
Much of their collaborative
work focuses on race relations,
the working class and the everyday
struggles of the common man.
These pieces are mixed-media
ceramic sculptures that incorporate handcrafted clay and resin
cast sculptures juxtaposed with
site-specific objects. These two
pieces focus on the struggles of
former GM factory employees,
and the metals used were taken
from closed down plants.
Director for the Xavier
University Art Gallery and ad-

Newswire photo by Catherine Stahl

junct faculty member Uetz teaches
courses in fibers both on and off
the loom, presenting several fiber
wall hangings and collages.
The wall hangings were created
via a combination of discharge
dyeing and Japanese Shibori techniques with an emphasis on color
variation.
Her fiber collages document
a recent tragic event – the unauthorized ecological destruction of
a forested area on her property by
a logging company.
“This exhibition has something
for everyone and is certainly the
most exciting, beautiful exhibit yet
mounted by this dynamic group—
don’t miss it,” Chouteau said.
The Faculty Exhibition runs
through Friday, Feb. 19. Gallery
hours are Monday through Friday
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.

‘Voices for Change’

BY Des Dale
Asst. Arts & Entertainment Editor

“Voices for Change” is a student written, produced and directed production addressing
contemporary social and cultural
issues affecting both students and
the world.
The Xavier Players and XU
Performing Arts Department are
sponsoring the event with the
hopes of encouraging open-mindedness, acceptance and awareness
of the diversity that exists within
the global arena.
The short compilation of
comedy and dramatic scenes and
monologues is set to explore complex issues including the death
penalty, eating disorders and race
and gender stereotypes.

“Voices for Change” will also
double as a charity event, as all
proceeds made from the production will be donated to the Red
Cross’s Haiti Relief Effort.
By lending aid to the relief
fund in Haiti, the members of
the production enter into a social
dialogue with the global community, voicing an appeal for change
through their actions both onstage
and off.
The show opens Friday, Jan.
29 and continues on Saturday
and Sunday with performances
set to begin at 7:30 p.m. each day
in the Gallagher Student Center
Theater.
Come show your support for
the cast of more than 35 students
in their efforts this weekend.
Tickets are $3.

New Releases
(as of Jan. 26)

Corinne Bailey Rae
The Sea
(Capitol)

The Magnetic Fields
Realism
(Nonesuch)

Charlotte Gainsbourg
Irm
(Elektra/Asylum)

Los Campesinos!
Romance Is Boring
(Arts & Crafts)

BRIEFS

Women in Psychology
Speaker Series –
Eating Disorders and
Body Image

From 7:30–9 p.m. on
Wednesday, Jan. 27, Psychotherapy
Institute Director Ann Kearney
will present a lecture in the
Conaton Board Room of Schmidt
Hall. The lecture is the first of a
three part series sponsored by the
Women of Excellence.

Xavier Music presents
Bill Kanengiser

At 2:30 p.m. on Sunday, Jan. 31,
Classical Guitarist Bill Kanengiser
will be rocking out at the Gallagher
Student Center Theater. Tickets
are $12 for general admission, $9
for seniors and $3 with a student
ID.

Women in Psychology Speaker Series—
Climbing the Ladder
in Heels

From 7:30–9 p.m. on Tuesday,
Feb. 2, the Chief of Psychology
for the Lindner Center of HOPE
and Managing Director of Sibcy
House will present a lecture with
the hopes of enabling women to
realize their fullest potential in
life. Robin Thompson Arthur is
the second speaker in what will
be a three-part series.
Newswire photo by Catherine Stahl

Ollie Birkhead, Brandon McClain and Laura Wallace rehearse for “Voices.”

Catherine Stahl,
Arts and Entertainment Editor
newswire-diversions@xavier.edu
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AN EXAMINATION OF
LEARNING DISABILITIES
ON XAVIER’S CAMPUS
BY AMY WINDHORST

Every semester, the first day of classes
is the same. You cautiously approach the
professor to ask if someone could take
notes for you.
If you’re lucky, the professor will quietly
pull a “smart” student aside to get a photocopy of their notes.
If you’re not as lucky, the professor will
interrupt class to find a note taker for you,
while you’re now pegged as the “dumb”
kid.
The first test is even worse. Even
though the Learning Assistance Center
(LAC) sends notifications to professors
telling them about alternative testing procedures for your dyslexia, you get anxious
when your philosophy teacher doesn’t mention it to you.
After an awkward after-class discussion, you are left to anticipate the curious
(and sometimes accusatory) stares of your
classmates. They will probably wonder if
you skipped out on the test on purpose, or
if you’re just “special.”

...

Learning disabled (LD) students and
their professors frequently tackle such
anxieties. Wading through the stigmas and
misunderstandings associated with their
disorders, LD students often grapple with
embarrassment and negative assumptions
about their intelligence.
Offices on campus, including the LAC
and TRiO Student Support Services, work
to alleviate the struggles and discomfort
that exists among LD students.
That is, if students choose to participate.
“We have 290 students on file [who
qualify for assistance],” said Assistant
Director of the LAC Stephanie Mosier.
“131 students have registered for our
services.”
Certainly, some students with disabilities have learned to work independently.
However, Mosier worries that a percentage
might feel they are “stupid” or weak by
asking for help.
“One of our common problems is that
students don’t always reach for assistance
that they need,” Mosier said.
She noted that in high school and
earlier, LD students are often placed in or
required to take classes that accommodate
their needs. “The biggest transition [in college] is self-advocacy,” she said.
One freshman LAC patron, who struggles with dyslexia, recounted her choice to
request assistance.
“I didn’t go to the LAC until late
September. I thought, ‘Let me see if I can
do this without help,’” she said. However,
when the reading material for one of her
classes proved overwhelming, she knew
where to turn.
“It wasn’t about me giving up; it’s about
me getting the help I needed to be successful,” she said.
The LD students who were willing to
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speak with me had all been dealing with
their disabilities for several years—many
of them saw their “disability” less as a
disadvantage and more as a difference that
required extra work or a different teaching
style.
“I have to put in a little extra work,” said
a junior LAC patron with dyslexia. “You
find the system that works for you [when
you have an LD]. I figure out what the
problem is so I can address it.”
This independent attitude, however, is
still mixed with a reliance on services like
the LAC.
“Without Xavier’s LAC, my university
career would have been a mountainous
struggle,” said a senior LAC patron.
The LAC provides a variety of services
that are essential for LD students, including note-taking, extended testing periods,

ber might not understand LD students and
their accommodations.
“Just because someone has a Ph.D in
a particular area doesn’t mean they understand learning disabilities,” Hart said. “It
might be hard for professors to address
students who struggle with writing or who
need to hear the material in a more digestible manner.”
Hart fears that some of her colleagues
might perceive a student with writing or
testing difficulties as someone who “just
doesn’t care.”
Amy Reed, director of TRiO Student
Support Services, also saw issues in the
classroom.
“I do think some professors have different, more classic expectations of how
students should perform in a classroom,”
she said. She continued, saying that today’s

“WITHOUT XAVIER’S LAC,
MY UNIVERSITY CAREER
WOULD HAVE BEEN A
MOUNTAINOUS STRUGGLE.”

......

“IT WASN’T ABOUT ME GIVING UP;

IT’S ABOUT ME GETTING THE HELP I
NEEDED TO BE SUCCESSFUL.”
readers and note-takers during tests, subject
tutoring and help with organization and
time management.
Dr. Kathleen Hart, a member of the
psychology department and a child clinical psychologist, notes that such services
are geared toward accommodation, not
intervention.
“As [students] get older, our understanding [of learning disabilities] drops off—the
services become less specific and more generic,” Hart said. For example, LD students
in elementary schools would be approached
in a far more “corrective” way—trying to
“solve” the disability rather than working
within it.
Not that any disability can be solved.
“There is very little empirical evidence that
suggests special education works,” Hart
said. “To be honest, there’s a lot we don’t
understand about learning disabilities.”
That lack of understanding extends to
the faculty and even the student body. Hart
commented that the generic faculty mem-

student body is growing more diverse and
that teachers need to alter their expectations to fit that diversity.
Despite some hiccups in the process,
Mosier remains optimistic about what the
LAC accomplishes.
“We’ve seen a lot of really great faculty
without many concerns,” Mosier said. And
what about the attitudes of other students
towards those with learning disabilities?
“Xavier students, from what I’ve seen, are
more likely to go out of their way to help
others.”
Most LAC patrons say they experience
curiosity from their peers, rather than
judgment.
“Sometimes [a classmate] will be a little
angry at first when he or she finds out I get
extra time for testing,” said a junior LAC
patron, “But for the most part it’s straight
curiosity.”
He hoped that his peers could keep
an open mind about his dyslexia. “Even
Einstein was dyslexic, so don’t make as-

sumptions,”
he said.
So, how
does Xavier
stack up when it
comes to addressing the needs of LD
students?
“We do OK,” Reed
said. “We do OK with
what we have. What we
really need to do is be
proactive in supporting those
students, because only more
will be entering our campus.”
She points to a need for
structure, especially for students
who struggle with disabilities such
as ADD or Asperger’s syndrome.
This structure could come in the
form of one-on-one tutoring, which
TRiO Student Support Services provides, but only for a limited number of
students.
“Being a Jesuit university, I think this
would be something worth investing in,”
Reed said.
Meanwhile, Dr. Hart points to
other universities, such as Wright State
University, that include addressing disabilities as part of their missions. “These
universities have many more extensive
supports for learning disabilities, as well as
many more faculty who understand what
learning disabilities are,” she said.
Interestingly, the demands from LAC
patrons were typically less far-reaching
and more practical: “Better understanding
from professors,” “more education across
campus about LD issues,” and “a bigger,
more private location” were among some
of the suggested improvements.
Others had little negative feedback and
instead praised Xavier on the visibility of
its disability assistance. “[The LAC] was
actually one of the reasons I came here,”
said a junior LAC patron. “They answered
all my questions and I felt like the professors ‘got it.’”
For now, Mosier and others at the LAC
and the Disability Services Advisory Board
are working on hiring a full-time disabilities staff member.
“We are working to go above and beyond, not just meet the typical standards,”
she said.
And for some LD students, the LAC
has done just that.
“When I was first diagnosed with a
learning disability, I was very resentful of
my condition. I was upset for numerous
reasons, the most important being that it
made me different…But since coming to
Xavier and through the support of the
LAC, I realize that everything happens for
a reason,” said a senior LAC patron.
“Overall, I feel Xavier does a great
job…I see the LAC as a close-knit family
that is always there to help me succeed.”

